Assessing the Future of Hybrid and Electric Vehicles:

The xEV Industry Insider Report

Based on private onsite interviews with leading technologists and executives

**Key Topics**

- How fast will the PHEV market expand?
- Vehicle market projections to 2025
- Battery-market projections to 2025
- Cost of xEV batteries
- 48V mild-hybrid challenges, opportunities, and energy-storage selection
- Tesla’s success to-date and impact on the EV
- Status and future of Lead-Acid and Nickel-Metal Hydride batteries and ultracapacitors
- Performance, durability, and safety factors for automotive Lithium-Ion batteries
Assessing the Future of Hybrid and Electric Vehicles

A comprehensive analysis of the plans of major auto-makers and regional market conditions worldwide, set against the cost-benefit ratios of emerging vehicles and battery technologies

Key issues addressed by the xEV Reports

**xEV Technology & Market Direction:**

**EVs**
- What are the lessons for the industry from Tesla’s success?
- What is the ideal electric range?
- How far will battery costs come down without impacting safety and durability?
- Where are the business opportunities for existing and new players?

**PHEVs**
- The impact of Chinese and European regulations
- What is the ideal electric range?
- Will cost come down fast enough to make up for reduction in subsidies?
- Which vehicles and battery makers will take significant market share?

**HEVs**
- Will low-voltage systems stay at 14V or trend up to 48V, and when?
- What are the crucial challenges for Lead-Acid batteries?
- Will ultracapacitors finally find an automotive mass market (in micro-2 hybrids)?
- Does the Nickel-Metal Hydride technology have lasting potential?
- Which battery producers and designs will win in the marketplace?

**Benefits**

**Automakers:**
Benefit from the Report’s balanced analysis of the future cost, performance, and durability of advanced automotive batteries

**Battery producers:**
Gain insights into the direction of both the advanced automotive market and individual carmakers

**Material producers:**
Learn about the prospects of battery materials in the xEV market

**Energy providers:**
Stay abreast of the technology and trends behind vehicle electrification

**Corporate and financial investors:**
Profit from this comprehensive assessment of the technology and market challenges to better guide your investment decisions
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“There is certain data that you just cannot get elsewhere and we rely on the Report’s analysis - especially cost information, so it is very valuable to us. It is worth the money - absolutely.”
— William J. Wallace, General Motors

“The xEV Report is relevant, it is not wading through, pages and pages of information… it is exactly what we are looking for.”
— Ted Miller, Ford

“The xEV report is very valuable because it has such good technical related content; it is definitely a good investment and good value.”
— Ina Jiang, Rogers Corporation